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Abstract

A 'label dosimeter1 (dose-threshold indicator) for dose ranges of insect disinfestation became
commercially available only recently. It was studied for dosimetric (metrological) properties elsewhere.
The fundamental problem of its application in practice is the relation between the dose observed at a
reference position and the critical minimum dose achieved in a consignment. For this reason several
irradiation geometries (relations between the arrangement of the goods during irradiation and the type
of the radiation source, gamma, electrons, X-rays) were studied. The observed dose distributions
revealed the difficulty that for any such geometry a 'label dosimeter' with a specific but differing
threshold dose-value must be utilized in order to guarantee the adherence to the required minimum dose-
value. The 'label dosimeter' must be placed at a position where the minimum dose is likely to occur. In
situations where the position of the minimum dose is not accessible extrapolation from the dose
observed at a reference position is less reliable.

1. INTRODUCTION

The verification of absorbed dose in radiation processing is a fundamental procedure generally
relying on auditing of the records at the irradiation facility. Procedures for this are well established and
proven reliable and trustworthy under practical circumstances of industrial radiation processing.
However, in quarantine applications special circumstances are encountered and the demand for 'label
dosimeters' has been voiced. In disinfestation by ionizing radiation insects might survive still capable of
movement or flight, but the purpose of the treatment, disabling proliferation of the insect in any not yet
infested area is fully accomplished. Hence, once live insects are encountered during the inspection
procedure availability of additional information about minimum dose applied could bolster confidence
and acceptance of the respective lot.

Only recently label-indicators became available commercially which have a dedicated dosimeter
function: At a given threshold dose the label changes appearance by a 'no/yes'-transition (International
Speciality Products (ISP) Inc., Wayne NJ, USA), [1]). Such devices are presently manufactured for
nominal dose values of 70, 125, and 300 Gy. These dosimeters were characterized for their dosimetric
properties [2, 3] and found generally acceptable. Subjective and objective evaluations were applied in
order to validate the possible visual judgement by inspectors and to evaluate the potential use of
dedicated hand-held readers [4].

For their purposes, the radiation processing industry has already established and standardized the
practice of dose mapping and process validation for each individual item accepted for treatment. This,
together with records of process control measures taken, of dose measurements executed during the
process, and of observations at critical control points established for the process, renders a bulk of data
on random fluctuations of the process. In commercial radiation processing it is to be expected that
repeating loading patterns occur regularly which can be characterized for all random fluctuations which
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are likely to occur and can be related to achievable dose distributions and to the measured dose at some
established reference position. A study of such informations can reveal whether verification of absorbed
dose administered is possible and reliable in trade. As a model, certain geometries (source-product-
geometries) were studied for electron, bremsstrahlung and gamma-ray processing.

This study refers to the further validation of such labels with reference to situations to be
expected under commercial circumstances. Mainly fruit will be irradiated for disinfestation. Fresh fruit
trade has already established standardised transport systems including retail packages or display-units.
For such systems the geometry of the arrangement of the individual items and of subunits on a
collecting pallet is well defined; hence, for any given irradiation facility and its source-product
geometry the pattern of dose distribution can be established. This distribution will be linked to a dose
measurement at a reference in a statistically reliable manner. Finally, such reference position could be
chosen on the outer surface of a product unit where a label dosimeter could reside. This particular label
could undergo formal inspection and allow for a decision about accepting the respective lot.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A range of types of dose distributions for geometries likely to occur under commercial practices
is confined to disinfestation of fruit: On one hand it depends on shape and size of the respective fruits,
on the arrangement of packing the individual fruits into a retail tray or into a transport container, on the
compilation of such sub-units on a crate or palette; on the other hand it depends on type of the radiation
source and its design parameters, especially the type of movement past the source. Such parameters are
usually optimized during the design phase of an irradiation facility in order to achieve a relatively
homogeneous dose distribution in the treated goods [5]. These design parameters together with the
penetration properties of the exploited radiation type determine the expected dose patterns and the
positions where minimum and maximum dose are likely to occur. Penetration properties are fixed for
irradiation facilities employing radionuclide (gamma) sources. For X-ray facilities, it varies with the
nominal electron energy of the generator and with the extent of absorption and filtering; standardized
5 MeV X-rays are as penetrating as cobalt-60 gamma rays. With electrons, penetration depth is
physically limited and the maximum range is about 45 mm in water for 10 MeV electrons. All three
kinds of sources were studied in the reported experiments.

Irradiation was done with a gamma-cell (Cobalt-60, dose rate 0.5 kGy/h) and a linear accelerator
for electrons (indirect mode (microwave) 10 MeV, 10 kW, instantaneous dose rate 108 Gy/s, pulse
duration 12 :s; bremsstrahlung (X-rays) at 5 MeV, dose rate about 104 Gy/s; average dose rates
depending on scanning width, repetition rate and conveyor velocity). For experiments on larger scale a
commercial gamma-facility was available. In order to cover the full dose range and sensitivity of
available dosimetry films (GAFchromic DM-100 and FarWest FWT-60-00, sealed in paper/plastic
envelopes) the target doses were chosen accordingly (eg minimum dose at 5 kGy); the results can easily
be transformed to the dose range of interest (eg 250 Gy) as the geometry and, hence, the dose patterns
and the relative dose distribution are not affected by setting of exposure time. Film readings were taken
with a colorimeter (transmission mode, CIBA CORNING 257 or FarWest Radiachromic Reader) and
filters for the appropriate wavelengths. Reference dosimetry for film calibration was done by use of
Fricke dosimeter cross-checked by alanine dosimetry (International Dose Assurance Service (IDAS) of
the IAEA) at accelerator and gamma-cell. In the experiments in co-operation with a contract irradiator
Harwell Amber 3042 and spectrophotometer read-out were applied in addition to our own systems.

Also, in order to study a larger variety of geometries and bulk densities wheat, maize and
potatoes were included as models for fresh and dried fruits as well as tree nuts; one study included
apples on commercial cardboard trays stacked on standardized pallets; the main studies were executed
on pistachio in commercial cardboard boxes containing 40 or 48 pouches, respectively, 125 g each.

SAS (Statistical Analysis System, Carry, USA) was applied for analysis of data and graphical
presentation of results.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A variety of experiments were conducted which are reported elsewhere in full detail (including
palette dimensions and physical product characteristics) [6]. The main findings of this study were that
the resulting dose distributions, regardless of the design efforts for better homogeneity, are reasonably
close to normal (Gaussian) distributions. This implies that much of the irradiated energy is wasted for
treatments above the minimum effective dose value. The expectation that the irradiation facilities are
designed for effectiveness of radiation energy exploitation and hence asymmetric dose distributions
could not be proven.

The experiments at a commercial gamma irradiation facility using maize and apples revealed
only small deviations from the shape of a normal distribution (straight line in the probability net of
Figs 1 and 2). As the strategies in placing dosimeters was different between the research group and the
operator of the commercial facility, also the resulting distributions differ in characteristics (mean value
= fine vertical line; standard deviation = slope of straight line). Consequently, also the calculated one-
sided limiting dose value would be different for both dosimeter placing strategies. For the final
conclusions and comparisons the data from the operator of the facility were omitted. Upon all, at this
commercial facility using palettes of 2.16 m3 volume the expected positions of minimum dose are not
accessible for dosimeter placement.

In another experiment with 10-MeV electrons wheat and maize were used as substrate. Layer
thickness in direction of the electron beam was 5.5 cm (corresponding to practical range of the electrons
at a bulk density of 0.8 g/cm3). The grain was filled in cardboard boxes thus simulating plug flow of the
bulk material through the irradiation zone. The dose distributions for both set-ups were nearly identical
(Fig. 3). Due to the known depth dose distribution of electrons and the single-sided irradiation the
minimum dose would only occur underneath the cardboard boxes thus being accessible for the
placement of dose indicators.

In order to achieve better homogeneity while using electron irradiation, in many applications the
goods are turned between passes through the irradiation zone and the treatment is double-sided.
Potatoes were used as an example (Fig. 4). Even though both the treatments, single- and double-sided,
were adjusted for equal minimum dose, the mean values and standard deviations differed significantly.
Double-sided irradiation allows for a narrower range (width) of the dose distribution; the position
where the minimum dose is to be expected is not easily determined, in many instances it will be in the
middle of the goods thus not being accessible for dosimetry.

A further experiment employed the double-sided electron irradiation of pistachio nuts in
commercial size paperboard boxes holding 48 pouches of 125 g each. The resulting dose distribution
(Fig. 5) is also very close to the normal distribution. A dose pattern study - reported elsewhere [6] -
revealed that maximum and minimum dose values occurred inside the box; a minimum value was never
observed at the surface of the boxes.

As explained above, target dose values in this study were chosen according to useable dose range
of the utilized dosimetry system. These values can be easily converted to the dose range necessary in
insect disinfestation. In practical application this is done by adjusting the exposure time. For a common
dose value (for example, the proposed generic minimum dose of 300 Gy for the elimination of any
species of fruit fly), the corresponding dose value at a specific reference position can be calculated
applying appropriate safety margins and statistical probabilities. For such a single common target dose
the result is a specific value of the reference dose for any occurring source-product geometry (Table I).
Of course, also the confidence margin for the decision function of a given label dosimeter including its
readout-system must be considered while setting this dose limit. Finally, this approach results in the
requirement for a graded set of dose levels for such labels which is not yet commercially available; for
example, for the reported experiments (cf Table I) at 420, 430, 490, and 940 Gy.
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FIG. 1. Gamma-processing of maize: frequency distribution of dose determined by FRCN
(dotted line) and contract irradiator (dashed line); fine vertical lines: respective mean values

FIG. 2. Gamma-processing of apples: frequency distribution of dose determined by FRCN
(dotted line) and contract irradiator (dashed line); fine vertical lines: respective mean values
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FIG. 3. Electron-processing of wheat (dashed line) and maize (dotted line): 10 MeV electrons,
single-sided irradiation; fine vertical lines: respective mean values
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FIG. 4. Electron-processing of potatoes: 10 MeV electrons, single-sided (dotted line) and
double-sided (dashed line) irradiation; fine vertical lines: respective mean values
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FIG. 5. Electron-processing of pistachio: 10 MeV electrons, double-sided; fine vertical line:
mean value (experiment with 23 repetitions and 1400 individual dosimeter readings)

Especially in the light of the statistical approach taken above, the value of such devices - if
available at suitable dose threshold values - remains disputable, even after they have been proven to be
real dosimeters: securing a specific dose value at an easily accessible position outside a consignment
not necessarily ensures that a minimum dose throughout the product load has been met even at positions
not accessible for verification. To ensure that, other measures are indispensable.
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TABLE I. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOURCE-PRODUCT GEOMETRY AND THE
DOSE VALUE REQUIRED AT THE REFERENCE POSITION WHERE THE LABEL
RESIDES FOR A GENERIC MINIMUM DOSE OF 300 GY AND 99.5 %-CONFIDENCE
LEVEL (ONE-TAILED, TOLERANCE FACTOR=2.6)

Geometry

apples on crate x

grains on pallets x

(gamma)

pistachio in bags/boxes
(electronse)
(X-rays b x )

Mean

363
680

489
497

dose
(Gy)

Std. Dev.

24.2
146

68.1
75.8

Required
reference dose
(Gy)

416'
938 '

4302

4892

notes: ! reference = maximum, position accessible;
2 reference * maximum, position not accessible
* observed minimum was larger than corresponding tolerance limit, data adjusted to assure

tolerance limit
' 10 MeV electrons, double-sided;
b 5 MeV bremsstrahlung, one-sided
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